Introduction
Once one is armed with a queueing model of a system, one which is described by equations which emulate the relevant birth-death process, parametric estimation is one of the essential tools to understand the random phenomena using stochastic models. Whenever systems are fully observable in terms of their basic random components such as inter arrival times and service times, standard parametric estimation techniques of statistical theory are quite appropriate. Most of the studies of several queueing models are confined to only obtaining expressions for transient or stationary (steady state) solutions and do not consider the associated inference problems. Recently, Bhat [41] has provided an overview of methods available for estimation, when the information is restricted to the number of entities in the system at certain discrete points in time. Narayan Bhat has also described how maximum likelihood estimation These two models and the expected waiting time per entity for each model are explained briefly. U Un ni iv ve er rs si it ty y o of f P Pr re et to or ri ia a e et td d --E Er ra as sm mu us s, , G G B B ( (2 20 00 06 6) ) 
Description of Systems
Clearly (2.1.5) corresponds to the probability mass function of the Geometric distribution. The expected waiting time per entity in the queue is given by U Un ni iv ve er rs si it ty y o of f P Pr re et to or ri ia a e et td d --E Er ra as sm mu us s, , G G B B ( (2 20 00 06 6) )
(2.1.6)
The model is essentially the same as Model I, except that the maximum number of entities in the system is limited to N (maximum queue length is N-1) (Taha [3] ).
The steady state equations for the model are given by
The solution of the above difference-differential equations is given by
The expected number of entities in the system is given by
Since the queue length is limited and some entities are lost, it is necessary to compute the effective arrival rate eff λ , which is given by U Un ni iv ve er rs si it ty y o of f P Pr re et to or ri ia a e et td d --E Er ra as sm mu us s, , G G B B ( (2 20 00 06 6) ) respectively.
Model I
The average waiting time per entity in the queue given in (2.1.6) reduces to 
Model II
The average waiting time per entity in the queue given in (2.1.13) reduces to and hence the MLE of Q W is given by 
are independent and identically distributed k -dimensional random variables such that
having the first and second order moments
. The sequence of random variables may be defined as
The CAN Estimator
Model I By applying the multivariate central limit theorem given to (2.1.15), it readily follows that 
Model II
As in Model I, representing Models I and II) obtained by replacing θ by a consistent estimator θî namely
. By the Slutsky theorem
Un ni iv ve er rs si it ty y o of f P Pr re et to or ri ia a e et td d --E Er ra as sm mu us s, , G G B B ( (2 20 00 06 6) ) U
Statistical analysis for a tandem queue with blocking
A maximum likelihood estimator (MLE), a consistent asymptotically normal (CAN) estimator and asymptotic confidence limits for the expected service time per customer in the system in a two station tandem queue with zero queue capacity and with blocking are obtained.
Introduction
Many studies of queueing models are confined to obtaining expressions for transient or stationary (steady state) solutions and do not consider the associated statistical inference problems. Parametric estimation is one of the essential tools to understand random phenomena using stochastical models.
Analysis of queueing systems in this context has not received due attention. In all these model structures, it is not only sufficient to know how many persons are in the system but also where they are.
An attempt is made in this paper to study a two station tandem queue with blocking in detail, Taha [3] . An MLE, CAN and asymptotic confidence limits are obtained for the expected service time per entity in the system. U Un ni iv ve er rs si it ty y o of f P Pr re et to or ri ia a e et td d --E Er ra as sm mu us s, , G G B B ( (2 20 00 06 6) )
System description and assumptions
Consider a simplified single channel queueing system consisting of two series stations as below:
Fig. 2.2.1 System configuration
An entity arriving for service must pass through station 1 and station 2 before completion of service. The precise assumptions of the model are as follows:
(i) Arrivals occur according to a Poisson distribution with a mean rate λ .
(ii) Service times at each station are exponentially distributed with a service rate µ .
(iii) Queues are not permitted ahead of station 1 or station 2.
(iv) Each station is either free or busy.
(v) Station 1 is said to be blocked when the entity in station 1 completes service before station 2 becomes free. In such a case the entity cannot wait between the stations, since this is not allowed.
Analysis of the system
Let the symbols 0,1 and b represent free, busy or blocked states of a station. 2 20 00 06 6) ) the state of the system at time t. Since the inter-arrival and service times are exponential, it follows that the process Z(t) is a Markov process with the infinitesimal generator given by 
Transient Solution
Solving the system of equation (2. The expected number of entities in the system is given by The probability that an entity will enter station 1 is As is to be expected, W q is an increasing function of λ , and a decreasing function of µ , for a tandem queue with blocking. The numerical illustration of the confidence interval of this model (tandem queues) is shown in Table 4 .
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Numerical Results Table 4 Confidence limits for a tandem queue with blocking: 99% confidence interval and sample size of 20
Graph illustrating W q as a function of λ and µ . 
